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The Ukraine Invasion Update is a weekly synthetic product covering key political and rhetorical events
related to renewed Russian aggression against Ukraine. This update covers events from April 8-14. All
of the ISW Russia’s team’s coverage of the war in Ukraine—including daily military assessments and
maps, past Conflict Updates, and several supplemental assessments—are available on our Ukraine
Crisis Coverage landing page.
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Ukraine and Russia are both unlikely to advance ceasefire negotiations until the
ongoing Russian campaign in eastern Ukraine develops further. The Kremlin likely
seeks to capture at minimum the entirety of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, while
Kyiv seeks to further degrade the Russian military and potentially conduct major
counteroffensives.
Russian President Vladimir Putin may be purging elements of his intelligence
service and blaming close allies for Russian intelligence and planning failures in
the lead-up to the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
The Kremlin is likely falsely blaming Ukrainian forces for planning or conducting
provocations in areas where Russian forces intend to commit or have already
committed atrocities.
Independent actors are unlikely to be able to verify Ukraine’s April 11 claim that
Russian forces used chemical weapons in Mariupol, but Russian forces retain the
capability to use chemical weapons beyond this specific instance.
The Kremlin is reframing the Russian invasion of Ukraine as a Western war
against Russia in a likely effort to maintain Russian domestic acceptance of the
war.
Belarus and Russia are increasing economic ties—and likely Kremlin influence
over Belarus—as sanctions cut off both states from international markets.
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Finland and Sweden are increasingly reconsidering their non-aligned status and
may move to join NATO in the coming months.
Western countries continued to search for alternatives to Russian energy while the
Kremlin tried to downplay the effects of Western sanctions on its economy and
energy sector.
NATO countries continue to secure their eastern borders and provide military
assistance (including several high-end capabilities) to Ukraine to counter Russian
aggression.

Key Events April 8-14

Negotiations:

Ceasefire negotiations have effectively collapsed. Both Russian and Ukrainian officials
are unprepared to engage in serious negotiations in the coming weeks in any format.
Virtual negotiations are continuing without progress.1 Kyiv and Moscow are both likely counting on the
outcome of Russia’s offensive in eastern Ukraine to recalibrate their negotiating positions.
Kyiv is unlikely to accept a peace deal without Russian forces withdrawing to at
minimum their pre-February 24 positions and likely hopes to further degrade the
Russian military in eastern Ukraine and possibly retake Russian-occupied territory
before reengaging with the Kremlin. Ukrainian presidential advisor Mykhailo Podolyak stated on
April 9 that Ukraine is prepared to pay a high price for victory and that Ukrainian military victories in
the east will provide substantial leverage to negotiate “powerful” security guarantees with the Kremlin.
Podolyak and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky separately emphasized on April 11 that Ukraine
is not prepared “to give up territory for peace.”2 Ukrainian anger over Russian atrocities against
Ukrainian civilians will additionally likely entrench Ukraine’s unwillingness to negotiate with the
Kremlin.3
The Kremlin will likely stall negotiations until Russian forces redeploy from other axes
to eastern Ukraine, hoping to translate any Russian military gains into leverage over
Ukrainian negotiators. Putin said on April 12 that negotiations have reached an impasse. 4 Kremlin
Spokesperson Dmitry Peskov said on April 8 that Russia could complete its invasion of Ukraine in the
“foreseeable future.”5 Russian forces will likely continue ongoing offensive operations in the Donbas
region, feeding reinforcements into the fight as they become available rather than gathering
reinforcements and replacements for a more coordinated and coherent offensive.6 The Kremlin likely
hopes to capture at minimum the entirety of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts before resuming
negotiations.
A direct meeting between the Russian and Ukrainian presidents remains unlikely in the
coming weeks. Peskov said on April 14 that Putin is not opposed to meeting with Zelensky, but that
negotiators must first agree to the text of an agreement, effectively postponing further negotiations and
limiting the possibility of direct negotiations between Putin and Zelensky.7 Ukrainian Presidential
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advisor Podolyak said on April 13 that only a direct meeting between Zelensky and Putin can end the
war, but that Ukraine must first prove itself economically and on the battlefield.8
Kremlin Narratives
The United States and its partners will likely be unable to verify Ukrainian claims of
Russian use of chemical weapons in Mariupol, a location the Kremlin may have
intentionally chosen due to international observers’ lack of access to the area.9 The
Ukrainian Azov Regiment claimed in a Telegram post that a Russian unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
dropped a “poisonous substance of unknown origin” on Ukrainian defenders in Mariupol’s Azovstal
steel plant.10 Mariupol Deputy Mayor Sergei Orlov confirmed a “chemical poisoning” on April 12, citing
military forces.11 Ukrainian Donetsk Regional Military Governor Pavel Kirilenko confirmed on April 12
that Russian forces dropped an unknown substance from a drone but said it was too early to identify
whether the substance could be classified as a chemical weapon. 12 The inability to verify the attack
introduces doubt into the Ukrainian narrative and sets the stage to dismiss future Ukrainian reports of
Russian chemical attacks. US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said that the United States and Ukraine
are not in a position to confirm the Russian deployment of chemical weapons in Mariupol due to
challenges in verifying the attack.13
However, the Kremlin has previously set informational conditions to blame Ukrainian
forces for Russian-conducted attacks in eastern Ukraine and retains the capability to
conduct chemical warfare.14 The Russian Foreign Ministry claimed it had “reliable data” on April
7 that Ukraine was planning a chemical provocation against Russia and has repeatedly and falsely
accused Ukraine of developing chemical and biochemical weapons in alleged US-funded biolabs
throughout the country.15 The Russian Ministry of Defense claimed on April 10 that Ukrainian “NeoNazis” were preparing a chemical “provocation” at the Avdiivka Coke and Chemical Plant in Donetsk
Oblast, stating they planned to blow up toxic chemical storage facilities when DNR forces approached
the plant.16 The alleged April 11 Russian chemical attack targeted a different coke and chemical plant in
Donetsk. These pre-emptive claims are part of the standard Kremlin playbook for chemical weapons
usage in Syria: Kremlin-linked media outlets first claim that opposition forces are planning a chemical
weapons attack in a given region, then attack the area themselves, allegedly proving their narrative.17
Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) Defense Spokesperson Eduard Basurin called for Russian forces to
use chemical weapons against Ukrainian troops in the Azovstal area of Mariupol, Donetsk Oblast, mere
hours before the reported attack.18 While we cannot confirm this specific claim of a Russian chemical
attack, Russian forces retain the capability and possible intent to use chemical weapons in Ukraine.
The Kremlin is likely falsely blaming Ukrainian forces for planning or conducting
provocations in areas where Russian forces intend to commit or have already committed
atrocities. The Kremlin likely seeks to introduce doubt into future attributions of war crimes and to
diminish global support for Ukraine by blaming Ukrainian forces for crimes already committed by
Russian forces. The Ukrainian Defense Ministry reported on April 13 that the Kremlin ordered Russian
forces use mobile crematoriums to destroy evidence of civilian deaths, and Russian forces will likely
take additional measures moving forward to hide evidence of their violence against civilians.19
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Russian media amplified statements on April 9 by a biological weapons “expert” that Ukrainian
forces blew up a nitric acid tank in Rubizhne, Donestk Oblast. These claims follow two Russian
strikes that ignited nitric acid tanks at a chemical plant in Rubizhne on April 5 and April 9.20
DNR Head Denis Pushilin claimed on April 9 that Ukrainian forces are preparing a “series of
massive attacks on the cities of Donbas” to blame civilian deaths on Russian troops.21 Russian
forces are redeploying en masse for a larger-scale offensive in Donbas that will likely lead to
civilian deaths. The Kremlin is likely attempting to preempt blame for those civilian deaths to
avoid the international backlash that occurred after Russian forces withdrew from the Kyiv
region, leaving behind evidence of atrocities against civilians in Bucha. 22 Putin said on April 12
that Ukrainians “are being used against Russia” and that the “Bucha tragedy is a fake” and a
British special operation.23
The Russian Ministry of Defense claimed on April 10 that Ukrainian servicemembers “are
preparing another provocation to accuse Russia of the alleged massacres of civilians in Irpin, a
suburb of Kyiv.”24 Tass claimed that Ukrainian forces intend to use bodies killed by Ukrainian
shelling to stage alleged Russian war crimes in Irpin. This claim likely does not indicate planned
future attacks; Russian forces withdrew from the Kyiv axis in late March and early April. Instead,
the Kremlin likely intends this claim to reinforce its narrative that Ukrainian forces staged the
Bucha massacre.
Russian news outlet Pravda amplified claims on April 11 that Ukrainian forces were ordered to
execute civilians in Rubizhne, where heavy fighting has taken place.25 That false claim indicates
that Russian forces may be killing civilians in Rubizhne and intend to blame any civilian deaths
on Ukrainian defenders.
Kremlin Foreign Affairs Spokesperson Maria Zakharova warned on April 13 about the plans of
Ukrainian authorities to organize a provocation in Sumy, from which Russian forces were
withdrawing as of April 14.26 This claim indicates that Ukrainian forces retaking Sumy may
uncover additional evidence of Russian atrocities against civilians.
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Oleg Syromolotov claimed on April 13 that Ukrainian forces
are “plotting” additional chemical weapons attacks in Donbas and said that the Kremlin could
not rule out the “repetition” of attacks on locations containing toxic substances, a reference to
the nitric acid tanks in Rubizhne.27 This claim indicates that the Kremlin may conduct additional
chemical weapons attacks in eastern Ukraine and will likely continue to target dangerous areas,
including chemical plants.
The Kremlin falsely framed the April 8 Russian strike on Ukraine’s Kramatorsk train station as
a Ukrainian provocation to deflect responsibility and justify Russia’s “special operation” in
Ukraine. Pro-Kremlin media initially claimed on April 8 that Russian forces targeted Ukrainian
forces and their equipment at the Kramatorsk station but retracted these statements after
Ukrainian officials reported over 50 civilian casualties. 28 Russian state media outlet Tass later
reported on April 8 that the Kremlin believes that the Ukrainian “provocation” justifies Russia’s
military intervention in Ukraine.29

The Kremlin continued to set conditions for additional chemical, biochemical, or
radiological false-flag attacks against Ukraine for which it would blame Ukrainian forces
and the West. The Kremlin has emphasized this long-running narrative since December 2021.

•
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Russian Deputy Security Council Head Dmitry Medvedev reiterated on April 12 that the United
States is funding biolabs and developing biological weapons in Ukraine.30
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Oleg Syromolotov said on April 13 that the Kremlin “could not
rule out a scenario” in which nuclear material was brought to Ukraine from other countries.
Syromolotov did not specify who would bring such material, to what type of material he was
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referring, or for what such material might be used.31 ISW previously assessed that the Kremlin
could conduct a radiological false flag attack in Ukraine.32 The Kremlin has repeatedly and falsely
claimed that Ukraine was seeking a nuclear weapon to justify Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
Chief of the Russian Military Radiation, Chemical and Biological Defense Forces Igor Kirillov
expressed concern over alleged US bioweapons research on April 14.33
Kirillov announced on April 14 that the Russian Ministry of Defense had uncovered the names
of US and European officials in charge of the alleged US bioweapons program in Ukraine. 34
Kirillov reiterated his claim on April 14 that Ukrainian forces purchased 50 drones that can spray
toxic chemicals to conduct chemical and biochemical attacks, likely to reinforce the Kremlin
narrative that the reported chemical weapons attack in Mariupol was a Ukrainian false flag and
to deflect blame for any future Russian chemical weapons attacks in Ukraine.35

The Kremlin is reframing the Russian invasion of Ukraine as a Western war against
Russia in a likely effort to maintain Russian domestic acceptance of the war. Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov stated that the purpose of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is to end the
“reckless” US expansion towards global dominance on April 11, diverging from the Kremlin’s typical
narrative that it invaded Ukraine to “denazify” the government. 36 Lavrov claimed that the United States
and the European Union used the Russian military operation in Ukraine as a pretext for unprecedented
aggression against Russia in order to subordinate Moscow.37 Russian President Vladimir Putin echoed
Lavrov’s claims on April 12, stating that the United States is fighting Russia for world domination via
Ukrainian proxies in a conflict ”more complex than the Cold War.” 38 Russian Deputy Foreign Minister
Sergey Ryabkov warned that Russia will treat any US or NATO military shipments to Ukraine as
legitimate military targets on April 13, threatening potential military escalation against the West. 39
Kremlin efforts to rhetorically frame the war in Ukraine as a struggle with the United States and its
allies are unlikely to deter ongoing Western support for Ukraine. The Kremlin instead likely intends to
maintain Russian domestic acceptance of the war in Ukraine amid mounting casualties and economic
costs by framing the unprovoked Russian invasion of Ukraine as a defensive war with the West.
Russian Domestic Opposition and Censorship
Russian and Russian-controlled regions bordering Ukraine declared yellow (high) levels
of terrorist alerts on April 11, likely to facilitate the transfer of Russian forces through
civilian areas toward eastern Ukraine. Governors in Krasnodar, Belgorod, and Voronezh oblasts,
as well as Crimea, declared an increased terrorist threat level in some districts on April 11. 40 The
Ukrainian Armed Forces General Staff assessed on April 13 that Russia likely ordered these measures
to facilitate troop movements through Russian border areas into Ukraine.41 The Kremlin may also seek
to play up the threat that Ukrainian forces may pose to Russian territory to maintain Russian domestic
support for the Russian invasion. Russia’s interior ministry claimed on April 14 to be taking
comprehensive measures in response to alleged bomb threats from Ukrainian territory. 42 Russian
Ministry of Defense spokesperson Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov threatened to target decision-making
centers in Kyiv in retaliation for alleged Ukrainian “attempts of sabotage and strikes” within Russian
territory.43 Russian officials alleged that Ukrainian forces fired mortars into and conducted airstrikes
on the Russian region of Bryansk on April 13 and 14.44 ISW could not independently confirm these
reports.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin may be purging elements of his intelligence service
and blaming close allies for Russian intelligence and planning failures in the lead-up to
the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Russian investigative journalist Andrei Soldatov reported on
April 12 that Russian authorities transferred Colonel-General Sergei Beseda, a senior official in Russia’s
Federal Security Service (FSB) and the head of the Fifth Service, from house arrest to the notorious
Lefortovo Prison.45 Beseda was reportedly placed under house arrest before March 19 due to the early
failures in Russia’s invasion.46 His Fifth Service is the de-facto foreign intelligence arm of the FSB and
the branch responsible for political subversion in Russia’s near abroad, including Ukraine. Anonymous
sources told the Moscow Times that the Kremlin is questioning Beseda for his failure to create a viable
pro-Kremlin opposition in Ukraine to aid Russia in its invasion. Bellingcat reported on April 11 that the
FSB also fired or arrested around 150 officers from the Fifth Service over intelligence failures in
Ukraine.47
Former Russian parliamentarian Ilya Ponomarev claimed on April 11 that Russian military sources told
him that longtime Putin ally Vladislav Surkov is under house arrest in Moscow.48 The arrests of Surkov
and Beseda, as well as the FSB purges, indicate that Putin is increasingly skeptical of the advice that led
to Russia’s failures in Ukraine. However, purging longtime intelligence officials with Ukraine expertise
may harm the Kremlin’s ability to monitor Ukrainian leadership and to make informed military
decisions. Such purges could also harm morale in the rest of the FSB, leading to generally worsened
intelligence provisions.
The Kremlin is attempting to deter the expression of anti-war sentiments among
politicians and the Russian public. Russian authorities detained opposition politician and
founding member of the Russian Anti-War committee Vladimir Kara-Murza on April 11, likely to
intimidate opposition activists.49 Russian courts on April 12 sentenced four former editors of the
student publication Doxa to two years each of hard labor for involving minors in anti-government
protests.50 The four had been detained in April 2021; the Kremlin likely ordered harsher court sentences
against protest organizers to be delivered now to deter additional anti-war protests or dissent
surrounding the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

Russian Reactions to Sanctions:

Russian officials seek to claim that Western sanctions, not Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
are undermining international institutions even as Russia selectively defaulted on its
debts. Russian Security Council Deputy Head Dmitry Medvedev stated on April 8 that sanctions
against Russia could “cause further collapse of all international institutions” and may result in “a
destroyed world order and severe consequences for the global economy.”51 Medvedev warned that antiRussia sanctions qualify as acts of aggression and that Russia has the right to “self-defense.”52 The
Duma began deliberating a new bill on April 7 that would punish entities inside Russia that comply with
Western sanctions with a 10-year prison sentence, up to 5 years of forced labor, or a 1 million ruble
fine.53
Sanctions are continuing to damage Russia’s already-fragile economy. Kremlin Spokesperson Dmitry
Peskov stated on April 7 that Russia began preparing for current sanctions a year ago and asserted that
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Russia is “safe from the point of view of the economy and macro stability.” 54 The S&P announced on
April 8 that Russia fell into selective debt default after Russia offered its required payment in rubles,
not dollars, on April 4.55 The S&P said that ruble payments were insufficient because debt holders could
not easily transfer rubles into other denominations. The S&P also stated on April 8 that Russia has a
30-day grace period to pay its debt in dollars. Western sanctions will impede Russia’s ability to access
$315 billion of its foreign currency reserves. Russian Finance Minister Anton Siluanov claimed on April
8 that Russia “will sue” and rejected the legitimacy of Russia’s debt default, asserting that Russia “took
all the necessary actions to ensure that investors received their payments.” 56 Russia’s Permanent
Representative to the UN Gennady Gatilov framed India and China on April 8 as partners for Russia
when claiming that Russia “intends to counteract the diplomatic war” with the West.57
Belarus:
Belarus and Russia are increasing economic ties—and likely Kremlin influence over
Belarus—as sanctions cut both states off from international markets. Belarusian state media
outlet Belta claimed on April 12 that the US “has declared a full-scale war” on the Union State.58
Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko stated on April 13 that there are “new windows of
opportunity” for Russia and Belarus as Western sanctions impact the Union State market. 59 Russian
President Vladimir Putin called Belarusians and Russians “brothers” on April 12 and emphasized the
need to deepen Russian-Belarusian integration “against the backdrop of Western sanctions.”60
Lukashenko stated on April 8 that Belarus will support Russia "in the case of any difficulties” and
specifically mentioned that Belarus can increase fuel supplies to Russia. 61 Lukashenko also pointed to
the EU energy and agricultural markets when stating on April 7 that sanctions “make the states that
impose them weaker.”62 Putin and Lukashenko also agreed on a project for a common electrical power
market, additional joint military exercises, favorable prices for oil and gas for Belarusian domestic
consumption with payments in rubles, and the joint construction of a nuclear power plant to be
commissioned by the end of 2022.63

Russian Occupation:

The arrest of Viktor Medvedchuk, Russia's key political proxy in Ukraine, will likely
provide a morale boost to Ukrainian forces and a political boost to Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky. Ukrainian forces captured “Putin’s man in Ukraine,” pro-Kremlin Ukrainian
Member of Parliament Viktor Medvedchuk, on April 12 following his escape from house arrest in
February.64 The Kremlin may have intended to appoint Medvedchuk as the head of a Russian proxy
regime in Kyiv after Russian forces overthrew the Ukrainian government early in the invasion. Zelensky
said on April 12 that Ukrainian forces captured Medvedchuk disguised as a Ukrainian soldier during an
attempt to flee Ukraine.65 Zelensky said Medvedchuk wearing a military uniform places him under the
laws of war and offered to trade Medvedchuk for Ukrainian POWs. 66 The Kremlin responded that
Medvedchuk is not a Russian citizen in a likely attempt to downplay the political importance of his
arrest. 67 First Deputy Chairman of the State Duma Konstantin Zatulin criticized Ukrainian officials on
April 13 as “engaged in the trade of their own citizens” for offering to exchange Medvedchuk for
captured Ukrainian soldiers.68 Kremlin Press Secretary Dmitry Peskov falsely claimed on April 13 that
Medvedchuk had never had a ”behind the scenes” relationship with Russia.69
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Drivers of Russian Threat Perceptions:

Finland and Sweden are increasingly reconsidering their non-aligned status and may
move to join NATO in the coming months. European Union members Finland and Sweden held
a joint press conference in Stockholm, Sweden, on April 13 to discuss how evolving security concerns
have led them to explore the possibility of joining NATO. 70 The Finnish government released a white
paper on April 13 that outlines the security concerns Finland faces following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine and assesses whether Finland should pursue NATO membership. 71 Finnish Prime Minister
Sanna Marin stated that an independent decision for Finland to pursue accession to the Western
military alliance would be made in the coming weeks.72 Swedish Prime Minister Magdalena Andersson
expressed that Sweden is rethinking their security position and considering requesting to join NATO
but did not specify a timeline for that decision.73 Andersson said that the Swedish government is
working on a security environment report, similar to the report Finland issued, that is due at the end of
May to assess whether Sweden should pursue NATO membership.74 Russian Security Council Deputy
Chairman Dmitry Medvedev warned that Russia would more than double the number of forces in its
western flank and deploy nuclear weapons to the Baltic region to restore “balance” to the Baltics if
Finland and Sweden join NATO.75
Western countries continued to search for alternatives to Russian energy while the
Kremlin tried to downplay the effects of Western sanctions on its economy and energy
sector.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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EU and US diplomats told the New York Times on April 14 that the European Union is planning
a phased ban on Russian oil imports, likely before the end of the year.76 The EU is unlikely to
ban Russian gas imports, on which many Europeans rely for heating and electricity, in the
immediate future. The EU began a phased ban on Russian coal imports on April 7.
Italy signed a declaration of intent with Algeria on April 11 to increase the supply of Algerian
natural gas to Italy and wean itself off Russian energy.77
Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis announced on April 12 that Greece has accelerated
plans to explore natural gas to wean itself off Russian energy.78
Tass likely falsely claimed on April 10 that European states have recently significantly increased
their purchases of Russian gas.79
The world’s top oil trader, Vitol Group, announced on April 13 that it will stop trading Russian
oil by the end of 2022.80
Kremlin Spokesperson Dmitry Peskov stated on April 8 that Russia will “reorient coal supplies
to alternative markets” when the EU stops importing coal and emphasized that coal “is still a
very popular commodity.”81
Russian Energy Minister Nikolai Shulginov told Russian newspaper Izvestia on April 13 that the
Kremlin is prepared to sell oil and oil energy products at any price range to friendly countries. 82
Russian President Vladimir Putin admitted on April 14 that Western sanctions were disrupting
the Russian energy sector and that payments for energy exports were under strain since
sanctions by “unfriendly countries” have been delaying the transfer of funds.83 Putin warned that
Western countries’ attempts to phase out Russian energy will have disastrous economic effects.
Putin argued that there is no “reasonable replacement” for Russian gas and that supplies from
other countries will cost Europeans much more.84
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NATO countries continue to secure their eastern borders and provide military assistance
to Ukraine to counter Russian aggression.
•
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NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg stated on April 10 that NATO is working on
developing a permanent military presence along its eastern borders given a perpetual Russian
security threat.85
US President Joe Biden spoke with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky on April 13 and
pledged an additional $800 million in military assistance, including heavier weaponry such as
artillery systems, armored personnel carriers, Javelins, helicopters, and 300 additional
Switchblade drones.86 Anonymous US defense officials told the Washington Post on April 14
that the United States will resume directly training the Ukrainian military as part of the
package.87
Slovakia supplied Ukraine with an S-300 air defense system on April 8, highlighting NATO’s
inclination to send heavier weaponry to Ukraine to help defend against Russian missiles and
airstrikes.88 The United States sent one Patriot missile system, along with a US crew to operate
it, to Slovakia as a replacement for its own defenses.89 Slovakia is reportedly also considering
sending MiG-29 fighter jets to Ukraine to ensure the protection of its own airspace as it moves
away from Russian military supplies.90
Australia announced on April 8 that it will send three Bushmaster armored personnel carriers
to Ukraine with 17 more to follow. 91
The United Kingdom will provide Ukraine with 120 armored vehicles and new anti-ship missile
systems following United Kingdom Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s meeting with Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky on April 9.92
EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell announced that
the EU will allocate $544.3 million to provide weapons to the Ukrainian army on April 9. 93
The European Union has approved an additional $542 million to reimburse member states for
military aid they are providing Ukraine on April 13.94
The German company Krauss-Maffei Wegmann has offered to sell Ukraine 100 Panzerhaubitze
2000 self-propelled howitzers according to the German newspaper Welt.95
Latvia stated on April 13 that it will train Ukrainian troops to use the drones it has provided
Ukraine.96

Foreign Involvement:

Turkish Defense Company Baykar has likely sold additional military supplies to Ukraine
since March 25. Two Ukrainian aircraft flew from Tekirdag, northwestern Turkey, to Rzeszow,
Poland, on March 25 and April 10.97 Baykar’s training and armament shipping centers are located in
Tekirdag. Ukraine has ordered at least 36 of Baykar’s Bayraktar TB2 armed drones and unspecified
other military equipment in the past several years.98 Several Ukrainian officials also met with Baykar
CEO Haluk Bayraktar and Turkish government officials to discuss “military-technical” cooperation on
March 29-30 following March 29 Russian-Ukrainian talks in Istanbul, Turkey.99 Ukraine imported
$59.1 million of Turkish defense products from Turkey in the first quarter of 2022, compared to $1.9
million in Q1 2021—a thirty-fold increase100 An anonymous Turkish official told Reuters on April 8 that
Russian officials complained to Turkey over its drone sales to Ukraine. 101 The Turkish government
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played down any governmental support to Baykar’s sales in response, likely to maintain critical defense
and economic ties with Russia. However, Baykar is closely tied to the Turkish government, including
through Selcuk Bayraktar, Baykar’s Chief Technology Officer and Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s son-in-law. The Turkish government often plays the leading role in negotiating and
approving defense sales between Turkish companies and foreign governments.

The Institute for the Study of War (ISW) is a non-partisan, non-profit, public policy research
organization. ISW advances an informed understanding of military affairs through reliable research,
trusted analysis, and innovative education. We are committed to improving the nation's ability to
execute military operations and respond to emerging threats in order to achieve US strategic
objectives.
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